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ABSTRACT

The present book is the first comprehensive study of the question of power

in early Jewish mysticism from its Rabbinic roots up to Safedian Kabbalah.

It contains a variety of models, which encapsulate the vast and diverse array

of Kabbalistic statements concerning the manner in which power is aroused,

extended and distributed. Through these models, I explore the interrelation-

ship of divine and human power, as it is envisaged in major strands of

Kabbalistic writing. Throughout the book, I relate the models developed here

to contemporary theories of power, both within political philosophy (most

notably the works of Michel Foucault) and in Religious Studies.

The models can be sub-divided into various categories: Firstly, one can

differentiate between active and passive “meta-models” of power. This basic

distinction underlies the subsequent distinctions between discrete models. In

the active model, the mystic aspires to transform himself into a center of

energy and force, which is then utilized to affect either the divine or the

human realm. This process can be contrasted to the passive model, in which

the mystic strives to empty his volition in order to become a receptacle for

the descent of divine influx. The texts always refer to men, and the problem

of gender and power in Kabbalah will be addressed throughout the book.

Secondly, one can differentiate between models involving the transference

of power over space (whether mundane or supernal), and those instigating

action at a distance – without requiring the mediation of space. The first,

spatial, set of models includes the hydraulic model, which conceives of

power as a watery substance drawn from its source and subsequently directed

through channels into reservoirs. The entire process is enabled through the

practice of meditative techniques. Another model belonging to the spatial set

is the astral model, in which the power of the stars is drawn down onto

talismanic objects, persons or spaces.

The second, non-spatial set of models includes the model of the ‘active

form’, which assumes the isomorphism between the human form and the
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divine morphe. This model contains the ritual procedures designed at ena-

bling human action to affect divine activity. Another model in this set is that

of ‘isomorphic awakening’. In this variation, human action arouses potentials

latent within the divine realm. A further distinction should be drawn between

the linguistic model, which focuses on the power of language to evoke divine

power, and the visual model, which emphasizes the magical power of the

gaze.

The book also contains historical narratives which capture the unfolding

of the theme of power in the development of the Kabbalah. One such

narrative locates the roots of Kabbalistic understandings of power within the

Rabbinic literature of Late Antiquity. Another historical investigation deals

with the interaction of Renaissance Kabbalah and Christian Renaissance

culture. In this context, I suggest the possibility that Kabbalistic treatments

of power might have influenced the seminal ideas of Machiavelli. Yet

another historical thread concerns the attempts to synthesize early

Kabbalistic writing on power during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

Here I show how the contacts between various Kabbalistic centers following

the expulsion of the Jews from Spain facilitated the development of complex

literary structures, which attempted to re-arrange (and often harmonize) the

discrete models produced by centuries of Kabbalistic writing and practice.

The concluding chapter synthesizes the anthropological, literary and po-

litical characteristics of Kabbalistic writing on power. I seek to place these

conclusions within two contexts: that of Jewish culture, and that of the

interaction between Jewish culture and other cultures – Christian and Mus-

lim. The first investigation seeks to characterize the distinct Jewish under-

standing of power, the emphasis on ritual and on language in major forms

of Jewish culture. Despite the vast diversity of Kabbalistic writing and of

Jewish literature in general, it is still possible to point at some forms of

commonality, which transcend the analytic mode which characterizes the

book as a whole. The second investigation explores issues such as the

possible contribution of the study of Kabbalah to the development of

contemporary theories of power. This possibility is reinforced by some of

the directions suggested by the book, such as investigating the influence of

the Kabbalah on Machiavelli.
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±g"pyz mipya zixard dhiqxaipe`a izazky xehwecd zceara xtqd ly eziy`x
zaxe zixewnd zixwgnd egex .lci` dyn 'text ly daicpde dxeqnd ezkxcda q"yz
.eixac lr welgl ize` eliaed ii`vnny zenewna mb ,elek xtqd lr dxey d`xydd
ezenc aevirl zeax enxz xehwecd zceark eziy`xn xtqd z` eeily mipey mizinr
,qail dcedi 'text ly eznexz z` xikfdl yi cgeina .cgi mb zxewiae cecir ixaca
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mi`xew ldwl xtqd ly epepbq z` mi`zdl izlczyd cgeina .zehnyd s`e zetqez

.ixwgnd epeiav z` yhyhl ilan z`f j` ,xzei agx
xtqdn miwlg e`xwy ,qed frea x"cle igxf` oexi 'textl dpezp dwenrd izcez
zeax enxz iel lkin 'abe ixiaq dxy 'text .daygn zexxerne zeaeyg zexrd exirde
xtqa miihxe`zd micnnd .zEitevl zilawd gekd zqitz oia qgid zl`y xexial
cecirl izikf .oep`y ipa 'texte xlqwe tilit 'text mr mipeicn mixkyp e`vi
dpezp izcez .dlawd xwg mlerl ce`n xqgiy ,l"f wiqten lxy 'textn d`xydle
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